**EVALUATIONS**

**Evaluation Period**
- 42 evaluation days during the fall.
- Two coaches engaged in recruiting on the same day use two evaluation days.
- Limited to one evaluation per prospect.
- If a coach watches a game, an evaluation is used for all prospects on both teams.
- Any number of evaluations made during the same calendar day counts as one evaluation.

**Restrictions**
- Direct contact including a ‘bump’ with a prospect is impermissible.
- No more than two coaches may visit a school on any one calendar day (Note: all coaches may be on the road at the same time).
- Coaches may not attend a recruiting event where information (e.g., athletics or academic credentials, highlight videos) related to prospects is presented or made available.

**Locations**
- Regularly scheduled high/prep school and JUCO contests or practices.
- Regular scholastic activities involving prospects enrolled only in the school at which the scholastic activities are taking place.
- Events, other than all-star contests and associated activities (e.g., practices, banquets, clinics) organized and conducted solely by the applicable state high/prep school or JUCO athletics associations.

**COMMUNICATIONS**

**Texts/Emails/Direct Messages**
- Unlimited beginning September 1 of a prospect’s junior year (2021s).
- Please remember to respond to an unknown number with only NCAA rules; and provide contemporaneous documentation to the Compliance Office.

**Phone Calls**
- Once per week beginning September 1 of a prospect’s senior year (2020s).
- All calls must be made through the ARMS app.
- Please remember to provide contemporaneous documentation of any inadvertent calls (e.g., pocket dials).